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Achievement Exemplar 2018
Subject Level 2 Music
Q

Grade
score

Standard

91276

Total score 12

Annotation
The candidate has managed to identify and name several pieces of evidence
overall but lacks the specific detail and analytical skills required to gain a higher
score.
(a)

1
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(b)

The candidate has understood what a compositional device is and has
named a correct texture. However, they have not been able to provide any
correct explanation or analysis to support their answers, ruling out Merit or
Excellence credit.

(c)

They have used the correct interval and key signature for the two trumpet
parts, but unfortunately have made more than three errors, ruling out Merit.

(d)

Is very incomplete and seems to show that the candidate did not read the
instructions completely – a very common mistake overall in this paper.

The candidate has been able to identify the terminology in the question and
understand the musical notation and context, but again lacks the depth of detail
required for a higher score.
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(a)

This candidate made the common mistake of thinking the F# accidental
applies to all Fs – it doesn’t and therefore (a)(i)(3) is a minor 2nd. They
have also misunderstood the musical terminology used in (a)(ii).

(b)

Although they have managed to correctly identify all the time signatures
including the compound ones, they have not given enough evidence for
Merit here – if they had cited the difference in quaver grouping between
3/4 and 6/8 they could have scored Merit; they needed to additionally use
the correct terminology of ‘compound’ and ‘simple’ to qualify for
Excellence.

(c)

The candidate has clearly identified evidence, but has not described the
use specifically enough for Merit.

(d)

Although the device here is not strictly Call & Response, the candidate has
competently described what happens in the music and has also identified
the perfect 4th interval, thereby qualifying for Merit in part (d) only.

Again, the candidate has generally understood the questions and the context,
but lacks the detail needed for a higher score.
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(a)

The candidate has identified the correct key and modulation but has the
incorrect relationship between the two. Had they put ‘relative major’ they
could have gained Merit here as they did in fact have four correct chords
including an inversion.

(b)

The candidate has realised that the notation has something to do with the
pitch, but has not been specific enough for any credit.

(c)

They are very close to scoring Merit (allowance is made for putting an
alternative correct fingering, i.e. 5 on the A string is the same pitch as an
open D string) but have made too many mistakes in the rhythm and
articulation for anything more than Achieved.

(d)

The candidate has attempted to discuss texture but is lacking the specific
details and explanation required for anything more than Achieved. They
have also tried to define Extract 11 as polyphonic, whereas in fact it is not
– a common mistake in this question.
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